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Neurohumoral and Metabolic Aspects of
Injury(Advances in Experimental Medicine
and Biology, Vol. 33). Edited by A. G. B.
KovAch, H. B. Stoner, and J. J. Spitzer.
(Pp. xix + 666; illustrated. $37.50.)
New York and London: Plenum Pub-
lishing Corporation. 1973.

This volume records the proceedings of
an international conference in Budapest
in August 1971 on certain general body
reactions to haemorrhage and trauma,
reflecting the growing interest in traumatic
pathology. The main topics were organ
blood flow, fluid transfer, humoral
reactions, metabolic effects, neural regu-
lation, resistance, and adaptation. The
general standard of the papers is high and
the reviewer's main criticism is that none
of the reports deal with injured man.
A major growing point emerging is the
central role of the hypothalamus in
controlling and modifying various body
reactions to injury. Those concerned
with trauma and burns will be specially
interested in this volume, but there are
papers for a wider medical-scientific
audience including pathologists. The
book should be available in many
medical libraries.

S. SEVITT

Haemopoietic Stem Cells Ciba Founda-
tion Symposium 13 (New Series) held in
tribute to J. M. Yoffey. Edited by G. E.
W. Wolstenholme and Maeve O'Connor.
(Pp. x + 345; illustrated. Df.44.00;
approx. $16.95.) Amsterdam, London,
and New York: Elsevier/Excerpta
Medica/North-Holland. Associated Scien-
tific Publishers. 1973.

This book of 13 papers by various
authors attempts to describe some of the
properties of the haemapoietic stem cell.
This is an elusive entity, about which
there are more theories than certainties
and this is therefore, a collection of
ideas, notfacts. It should not beconsidered
a reference work on the haemopoietic
stem cell, or even representative of
majority opinion.
Stem cell morphology is discussed at

some length, although the desirability
of forcing an essentially functional cell
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